NB. This Discourse is Principally Directed toward the EGA and SOEPDC, however since we continue to seek many
more Dear Souls to join the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan, we are being asked to share this with all, so the
Truth of Our Purpose here is open and transparent for all to consider and discern for themselves, to become a
part it of or not. In Love We Share! - Peter

I Am My Mighty I Am Presence, I Am Light Divine, I Am Love, I Am Wisdom, I Am Will, I Am
Fixed Design, I Am Service To The Greater Whole.
I Assert The Fact, I See the Greatest Light, Purpose Itself Am I, Two Merge with One, Three Minds
Unite, The Highest Light Controls, The Highest And The Lowest Meet.
I Call forth and Invite Beloved Lady Portia to come forward and Transmit the Information, Guidance,
and Direction that She has for us to know at this time.

I have Come Dear Ones, not only in this way to Transmit this Discourse but in a way, that when each
of you read this, My Presence shall envelope you with Love, Joy and Deep Gratitude for all that you have
done within the year 2017, in confluence to the Development and Growth of your Divine Purpose. This
is not limited to the EGA or the SOEPDC, but extends to all who have consciously struck the Chords
of Transcendence, Transmutation, Transformation, and Transfiguration upon your Journey’s back to
Self!
If you thought 2017 was a big year, 2018 will be seen as a monumentus one. A year that shall without
any question of a doubt, turn the tides of Hope and Salvation. I wish to Celebrate with you, the sharing
of Beloved Sue, who makes the references to next year, from day one, shall be seen as an
11:11representation and definition for how the rest of the year shall unfold.
Indeed, and I quote from Sue/Findbar Ross;
‘We are now entering a time of great change as the energy of the Seven Rays shatter all that no longer
serve humanity including the many transgressions of the Law that urgently need to be shattered, overhauled and reformed. Gone are the days when we lie down like sheep, we are now in a time of transparency
which shatters the old crystallization prior to the new dawn rebuilding of form; a time of new vision and
emerging paradigm, a new dispensation bringing new values. A time of heart centred values of Love,
Wisdom, Light, Compassion and Forgiveness. As these energies merge into the world, it will bring forth
the shadow side of humanity, asking us to look at all aspects of Oneness and a new image of who we are.
It is a time of initiation, which will bring many tests and trials during this year, as the initiate accepts
initiation into higher awakened consciousness. As the old order is destroyed and crumbles, great efforts
will have to be made to implement the new dispensation of emerging beauty……’
"Capricorn is the sign in which is inaugurated a new cycle of effort, whether this effort is in connection
with the individual man or with the initiate. This period now is one of mass Initiation for Humanity, as
Saturn provides the opportunities to conform to Universal Spiritual Law and relinquish the old laws that
have become corrupted through misuse. Individuals use Saturn to build structures of thought that serve
as a construct to live life in joy and love." End Excerpt.

This Excerpt from Sue’s sharing is not new to the EGA or the SOEPDC, for We have been laying
these things out for you in advance of what is to come for some time now. And there is nothing truer

than what is also shared in Sue’s document from the Gene Keys that is also relative to the 1st January
2018. Richard Rudd says:
“Resistance is what occurs when you are pushing against the Universal flow – obstacles, however are
natural to the rhythm of life. Obstacles are Gifts in disguise. The 38th Gift is the Gift of Perseverance.
This is a Gift which thrives when you are up against the odds…. Perseverance is the most essential
attribute of the inner warrior because the darker forces of human instinct are so deeply embedded in our
nature. At a certain level this Spirit enters into the realm of a pure frequency - the realm of Honour.
“Honor is a dynamic living energy. Honor is action that is rooted in a Love so pure that it sacrifices
itself, without a thought, to serve a higher aspiration. Every act of Honor carries an equalizing force into
the word rather than a divisive force. If the act brings people together into a high frequency field, it is an
act of Honor. Honor always carries the frequency of mercy and surrender within it”. End Excerpt.

Yes, the removal of obstacles has been a Divine Blessing to reflect upon and release. Yes, it will
continue to take perseverance to fully achieve. However, I do not wish to labor on the shadow or even
the Gift here. I wish to go straight into the Siddhi Levels. That of Honor!!
I want to thank you Dear Souls for acknowledging and Honoring Me in time to join with you before
the New Year begins, for what I have to share today has vital importance as another sequential ‘Seed’
being planted into your consciousness for you all to cultivate, nurture, develop, minister and support this
Divine Seed so it may Grow into its Perfection and Produce Its Abundance of Succulent Fruits.
I bring this to you now in Honor of you all, for all that has been achieved to date and to show you
just how Divinely Orchestrated the Elemental Grace Alliance has been in its Presentation, Inauguration,
Creation and Continued Execution, bearing its own Fruits of Abundance. You are about to enter, Dear
Souls, several vital aspects of this Divine Plan, the Study of the 14 Rules for the Creation of your Group
Antahkarana, the personal Construction of the Central Channel for the Antahkarana and the actual
Construction of the Group Antahkarana. So, in this vein of thought I wish to say this.
Some weeks ago, Peter brought forward an idea or vision that he was given about starting a New High
Council. It was mentioned again just recently. Now, I have to clarify for him, so that he may adjust his
thoughtforms to that which the Original Impression was designed for. Within My Discourse, given on
the 16th January 2016, two years exactly to the day when you shall begin your 14 Rules Study period of
the Initiations and Seven Rays, on page 662, I said;
“The Divine Mother shall intercede before the Court of the Sacred Fire on behalf of the Children of
God that the descent of their own Karma might not destroy the very platform of their evolution. Let Me
ask you a question. What is the use of the Path of Initiation if the Planetary platform can no longer
sustain its evolutions? Let me answer that for you. The Path of Initiation is drawn with two parallel lines.
The first is the man or woman attaining Self Mastery in the microcosm of his or her physical being. The
second is the man or woman attaining Self Mastery in the macrocosm of the Planetary Body and
Consciousness. With this in mind We also now need to consider that of the Cosmocosm, if I can call it
that, for as it has been cited within this Elemental Grace Alliance Proposals, the extent of these situations
that have illumined themselves and become known to the Alliance, We have to take into account the
other Planetary Bodies including the Kuiper and Asteroid belts and other masses of the physical bodies
that have not been discovered yet.
“Those Dear Souls who shall garner the Radiation of Energies for the first Line of Initiation are then
given the opportunity to sustain the second and so on. So many upon the Planet Earth ignore the Laws
of God and their own opportunity to make any advancement whatsoever, along Spiritual Lines, that it is

a requirement of the Great Law that the few in every age carry the weight of Planetary Karma, in order
that the many might find the opportunity for overcoming both in the present and in the future, because
the Planetary Platform has been Preserved. Jesus The Christ was the Liberator of the world because in
the moment of Victory He held the Balance of all mankind. This means that the Radiation of Light that
He garnered within His Own Aura was sufficient to hold the Balance for the entire weight of the sins of
the world. Because He held that Balance, you and all of mankind have the opportunity for evolution here
and now.
“It is now your turn Dear Souls, you who are the Way Showers and Who have Contracted, Pledged,
Promised, Vowed, Decreed and Covenanted to take on this responsibility. Now new Dear Souls can join
the Forcefields of The Light Momentums through the New Formations of the Radiation Centres, for
that of the Salvation of the world. By having such Groups of dedicated Souls, the weight of the world
can be diluted, so to speak, and by the Declarations you make as ‘In Christ I Am God also’, the Salvation
of the world may come to fruition in a much shorter time frame. Therefore, draw unto yourselves the
Energies of Salvation that are for the preservation of a planet and its people.
“Beloved Children of God, Call forth then your Holy Christ Selves, beating within your Hearts and
that of all of mankind. You are being called by Our Benevolent Father and Divine Mother today to
become the New Radiators or Transmitters of Light, under the auspices of the New Radiation Temples.
Expand the Virtues of those Centres for which you shall be given the Individualization of such, by the
Father of Light! Expand the Nature of Father Mother God, given to you before you took physical form!
Expand and manifest now, that Part and Pattern of the Great Divine Plan for which you have come into
embodiment to do, through Us, the Great Karmic Board! Oh, thou Beloved Holy Christ Self within the
Hearts of all mankind, hear My Voice, My Words through your feelings, your minds, and the Etheric
Substance, and the flesh of you, the Blessed Ones gathering together again, just as the Essenes did around
Jesus before His Ascension. I Call Upon You Now in the Name of the Great Central Sun! Draw upon
the Glory of your Own Causal Bodies, Magnetize the Radiation of the Sacred White Fire Electronic
Light that you have built in, through and around you, over the centuries that have passed. Release now
Flood Gates of Divinity for which the Individualized I Am Presence has sustained you through these
eons of time”! End Excerpt.

As the Goddess of Justice, I therefore intercede herewith, sitting before the Children of God upon
the Court of the Sacred White Fire Light, to Judicate upon a subject that will assist in the descent of
their own Karma, so it will not destroy the very platform of their evolution. To do this another idea,
ideal and idol for this new Platform must now be Designed, Created and Implemented. All this I share
with you as part of the Creation of this New Kind of Planetary Platform.
(The Head (the idea), the Heart (the ideal) and the Throat (the creative agent of the resulting idol,
the temporary and fleeting expression of the ideal, inspired by the idea) shall come into being; three great
Centres shall now emerge in time and space and—at this point in the evolutionary cycle—we call them
Shamballa, the Hierarchy and Humanity) DK.
The Cosmocosm will come as part of this Initial Formation later and after all Members have aligned
themselves to the Group Antahkarana. So, what is this New Planetary Platform I spoke of back on the
16th January 2016?
It was hinted upon, through the inclusion of this paragraph!
“The weight of world Karma has never been as great as it is today. And as Peter has outlined within
these Discourse Proposals, they are very definitely aspects of the Work to come, that must still be
Addressed in some detail. Here is where I see the use of these New Radiation Centres also coming into

‘Their Own’ with the Appropriate Directorship at the Helms of the Commissions Assigned. Make a
mental note here Dear Peter, for I Am herewith, nominating you as an unascended human Representative,
Acknowledged by the Karmic Board of Directors, as one of the New Earth Directors, who shall sit upon
a New Board of Administrators, that I Myself are now considering with such a contractual obligation
within the Formation of the New Radiation Centres of Light”! End of Paragraph.

The statement of nominating Peter at that time, as an unascended human being to become a
Representative of a New Board of Administrators for the Planet, was for introductory purposes to once
again plant that ‘Seed’ within the consciousness of those who were and are drawn to this Divine Plan. I
also used the word ‘Commission’ in a way to provide direction toward the Means for which other even
more well-defined Plans will expand and display! The EGA Discourses are full of such Light Language
and this will play a much bigger part in times to come as you will further discover.
Today, virtually 2 years on, that Acknowledgement is now extended with greater clarity to those who
shall fully complete the ‘Group Antahkarana’ and pass through the ‘Rings Passeth Not’ of the 3rd
Initiation. I therefore, Officially announce, as a Member of the Karmic Board of Directors, for the
Akashic Records, after long and deep deliberation, that due to the ‘Hour of the Day’ and ‘the weight of
world Karma never having been as great as it is today’, Declare Our Plans to Formally Create, through
the Elemental Grace Alliance, not a New High Council, for the Elemental Grace Alliance Council already
encompasses the Full Breadth and Extent of all those needs, but a New High Commission that shall
Embrace and Execute a very Specific Facet of this Divine Plan.. This ‘Commission’, ‘Executive Body’, or
‘Authority’ shall be made up of 12 Seats Representing Members of Shamballa, The Hierarchy, Humanity
as the 3 Groups of Seven, and the Supplementary Seven; ie. Humanity on the Ground; the One! We had
no name for this Commission in mind, although Peter did put forward a name appropriated from his
original understanding of the New Council or Group being proposed in thought. However, now that it
has been revised and reconstituted through the Divine Confluence of the Three plus One, it has been
decided that the name shall more directly reflect this Specific Plan and thus shall be called
The Elemental Grace Alliance (EGA

The Purpose of the EGA Triune Grace Commission, shall become clearer as each person enters the
Studies that are about to begin. Although this shall be a very personal experience, different from one to
another, depending on individualized conscious interpretations of the information, it should become
automatically understood as you assimilate, participate and integrate the Unification of the Three plus
One. So, I Am not going to go into such things at this time, for they would make little sense to you just
now, and could have the potential to sidetrack your focus within the tasks ahead.
The Purpose of this introduction is therefore simply to inform you in advance, that like all that has
transpired to date within the EGA, including all the Activations, Initiations and Dispensations, that have
been Granted thus far, shall continue as you move closer toward the goals of achieving the attainments
for the completion of the Proposals as set forth with the Elemental Grace Alliance and more.
I do have a Responsibility to say to each of you and all those who may read this in the future, you are
reaching very quickly the point whereby, NO-ONE shall be permitted to pass through the next ‘Rings
of Consciousness’ having reached these next Stages of the Initiations, who continue to hold onto any
practice, use or appearance of an attitude that contains or embodies, any degree of, ‘I will do it my way’.

This thought form, can play no further part in the Future Developments of the Soul, where one truly
wishes to Pass into the Domains of Divine Purpose, Divine Will, Divine Love, Divine Wisdom, Divine
Order and Divine Synthesis. The ego-self personality, that has not been integrated with the Soul or the
Monad, shall remain bound to that ego self-personality until they are ready to fully Sacrifice this aspect
of themselves. This is only one of the releases that you shall be asked to Sacrifice, there are many now
that relate to old consciousness that continue to play out in your lives on a daily basis. This is not a
criticism, and free will shall always remain at the forefront of human evolution. This is simply a Fact, I
Assert the Fact, whereby the Laws Demand your Obedience to your I Am Presence. Sooner or later, your
lives will have to be adapted, reformed, tailored, designed and Individually Personalized more fully into
the Cosmic Laws, that Govern and Administer to what shall play out through you, here upon the Earth.
I have told you within My EGA Discourse that I Am of the Seventh Ray and Am working toward
the Divine Application of the 8th Ray in the near future; the Ray of Transcendence. I offer you this brief
description so that you can more deeply appreciate My Motives for coming forward at this time to speak
with you all!
The Eighth Ray of Transcendence is primarily an extension of the Seventh Ray of Ceremonial Magic,
although it is influenced too by the Fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict and the Fifth Ray of
Concrete Knowledge. Hence, we see a Ray that has the ability to take abstract concepts, as well as
scientific principles, and present them in an organized and structured format based on equilibrium and a
deeper sense of One Unity Consciousness. Primarily at this stage, there is a level of emotional maturity
and focus within the Soul Consciousness of the person/s working under the influence of the Eighth Ray,
and they usually have a knowing of their Life purpose or are already working in a Service role. The word
“transcend” is described as extending beyond the limits of all possible experience and knowledge, and
this is a good word to describe the qualities of the Eighth Ray of Transcendence. This ray will assist you
as you move beyond the limitations imposed by your negative ego aspects, your three lower bodies, and
in particular your sub-conscious mind. In so doing, you transcend your dualities through the “Sacred
Flame of Transcendence” and; furthermore, come into a deeper experience of One Unity Consciousness.
When you make a conscious decision to be Spirit in Action, often you have to let go of old structures,
beliefs and friends that no longer support you in the Light of Who You Are, and have Forever Been. So,
whilst this Ray is primarily focused on integrating the Love and Intelligence aspect of Mother/Father
God, it does so, when necessary, through the Warrior Energy. And thus, we see the first magical image
associated with this Ray. The Mighty Warrior on this chariot, the knight in shining armour, who has
chosen the Path of Service to Humanity and is not afraid to step into his/her Power. And through the
influence of this Ray, we see the warrior of the heart, able to protect his people, fighting in dynamic right
action with a deep passion for Divine Equality, amplified through the attributes of Courage, Justice,
Integrity, and Wisdom. The influence of the Fifth Ray is also important here as we see the ability to
embrace Divine Intelligence, and through the form side of nature and the Seventh Ray, to align yourself
with your Soul purpose.
Through your Invocations, Decrees, Dispensations and Grants to date, you are now entering the
Realms of God’s Will and not your own, and this is where one’s choice is to Sacrifice themselves to this
Process or not. Just to be clear, let us define this term Sacrifice, for as the word stands alone within its
present use, it has a definition of loss, foregoing, cost or giving up! Simply put, Sanat Kumara says ton
Will and Sacrifice;
“When we use the word sacrifice in spiritual matters we think of giving oneself up to a higher power.
As we progress spiritually, we realize that our individual will comes under the dominion of a greater will.
Further along the path of initiation, the initiate learns that his true will is not his personal will which is
diminishing, but is “monadic essence,” qualified by “fixed determination” to follow the Will or Purpose

of the planetary Logos. Sanat Kumara is our highest example of sacrifice. He has taken on the
responsibility to serve as Earth’s soul and become “the Great Sacrifice.” It is also man’s destiny to become
a savior of humanity, brought forth to this stage by great evolved beings within the Spiritual Hierarchy,
who in turn, are under the supremacy of Sanat Kumara, the Eternal Youth, the Creator, the Lord of the
World”.

In the book by Alice Bailey, Master Djwhal Khul says this about Sacrifice more in alignment with the
Study and Creation Tasks ahead;
“When that stage has been somewhat developed, then there follows, upon the Path of Discipleship
and of preparation for initiation, an effort to grasp and understand the higher aspects of this mental
process, and the will aspect of the egoic life begins to influence the disciple. The "petals of sacrifice"
unfold and the sacred sacrificial aspect of life is revealed in its beauty, purity, simplicity and in its
revolutionizing quality.
“Upon the Path of Initiation, the Monadic will (of which the egoic will is the reflection and the
individual self-will is the distortion) is gradually transmitted, via the antahkarana, direct to the man upon
the physical plane. This produces the higher correspondence of those qualities so glibly spoken of by the
well-trained but dense esotericist—transmutation and transformation. The result is the assimilation of
the individual will and the egoic will into the purpose of the Monad which is the purpose—undeviating
and unalterable—of the One in Whom we live and move and have our being. This is the field of the true
burning, for our "God is a consuming Fire." This is the burning bush or the burning tree of life of
Biblical symbolism. This highest of all the fires, this deeply spiritual and hitherto seldom recognized
burning-ground, has its effects summed up for us in the next phrase or sentence of Rule I.
“The clear cold light shines forth and cold it is and yet the heat—evoked by the group love—permits
the warmth of energetic moving out.
“In these words, you have the key to group initiation. The light of the higher initiations can stream
in when it is evoked by the group love. That light is clear and cold, but produces the needed "heat,"
which is a symbolic word used in many of the world Scriptures to express living, spiritual energy. I said,
"spiritual energy" and not soul force, and herein lies a distinction which you will someday have to grasp.
“This group love is based upon the egoic aspect of the will to which we give the name "sacrificial
love." This does not connote happy relationships between individual members of the group. It might,
presumably, lead to unhappy outer, superficial interplay, but basically it leads to an unalterably staunch
loyalty, underlying the surface of the outer life. The Master's influence, as He seeks to aid His disciple,
always produces transitory turmoil—transitory from the angle of the soul, but frequently appalling from
the angle of the personality. Similarly, the projection of the life and influence of any senior disciple into
the periphery or aura of the aspirant or lesser disciple is—in its degree—likewise disturbing and
upsetting; this is a point which should be carefully borne in mind, both as regards the disciple's own
reactions and training, and as regards any effect which he may call forth in the life of a probationary
disciple or lesser disciple in his own sphere of influence. These intrusive influences and their consequent
effects which are produced upon an individual or a group by a Master or a senior disciple are usually
interpreted in personality terms, and are very little understood. They are nevertheless aspects of the higher
will in some higher disciple and are beating upon the personality will and evoking the sacrificial will of
the Ego, and hence lead to a period of temporary discomfort. This the aspirant and the inexperienced
disciple resent and blame the evoking sources for their discomfort, instead of learning the needed lesson
of receiving and handling force”.

“Humanity eventually appears in time and space. Humanity is the result of all sub-human forms of
expression and experience and of the activity of superhuman Beings. These superhuman Beings are the
product of past evolutionary systems and are in Themselves the sum total of the great Divine Sacrifice as
it focusses itself in our planetary life. Having passed through all previous phases of existence and perfected
the consciousness aspect in Themselves through human experiences, They, have transcended all that men
can know and all states of consciousness with which he is or may be in the future familiar, and are now
expressing a phase of divinity of which he can know naught. They LIVE. They are energy itself, and in
Their totality, They, form the "bright center lying far ahead." End Excerpt.

I bring all this to your attention to help you understand more deeply the need for Us to Formally
Create this New “Triune Grace Commission”. There is a definite need now for the Supplementary Seven
to step fully into their own latent powers, so they may implement faultlessly the wishes of Shamballa,
The Hierarchy, and Humanity. And at the same time, stand on their own two feet, solve their own
difficulties, and hold a staunch poise in Spirit showing that they are the Consecrated Ones that We shall
call the Hierarchy on Earth.
We have told you that there is an urgent need now for Dear Souls to link primarily with their own I
Am Presence, but also to the Hierarchies of the Three and The One. Each Member of the New
Radiations Centres MUST, with clarity and without distortion become Channels for Transmissions of
not only the Hierarchies, but also the Elemental and Nature Kingdoms, The Angelic Host and Devas,
The Animal, Plant and Mineral worlds. Unless this happens, the Hierarchy upon Earth cannot manifest
there. Do you understand the importance of this???
You are that Hierarchy, and it shall be this Supplementary Seven, who are now required to come
forward as soon as is practically possible, to take up their Positions and Roles that will fulfil the changes
to come with the least amount of resistance and chaos.
Study well My Dear Brothers and Sisters, make the choices you need to make to Create the Greatest
Differences in the shortest times possible. We are here to support you all the way, but as we have told
you so many times, Our Hands are tied until You have laid the Foundations for the Doors to be made
manifest and then to open into the Higher Realms for open communications to take place there upon
Earth.
I shall close here now with a review of the Three and the One for a better context of how the EGA
Triune Grace Commission will be Represented and a basis for why? And I shall once again highlight the
importance of why the Elemental Grace Alliance is so meticulous in its preparations to uphold and
understand all aspects of what the Laws Demand!! I ask for this to be made in bold if you would please
Peter, Bless You!
I Call Upon You once again today, in the Name of the Great Central Sun! Draw upon the Glory of
your Own Causal Bodies, Magnetize the Radiation of the Sacred White Fire Electronic Light that you
have built in, through and around you, over the centuries that have passed. Release now the Flood Gates
of Divinity for which the Individualized I Am Presence has sustained you through these eons of time”!
I can this day, Pronounce to each of you, that as Chohan of the Eighth Ray of Transcendence, The
Eighth Golden Ray of the Christ/Buddha, with Love in My Heart Dear Souls, that each of you reading
this, are now Fully Embraced and Enveloped within My Beauty of Influence of the Mother’s Love and
Divine Essence, along with Our Beloved Lady Nada.
I Am Chohan Lady Portia.

From Rule 8 of the Study material of the 14 Rules for Group Initiation.

1. The Seven greater Groups...The Seven Groups or Ashrams within the Hierarchy.
THE HIERARCHY
These carry out the Hierarchical will, which is love.
They work through love and understanding.
Each is presided over by a Chohan and a Group is called an Ashram.
These major Ashrams have many affiliated Ashrams, presided over by a Master on the same Ray as
the Chohan, and are capable at any moment of being absorbed into the primary Ashram.
The perfect or complete Group is the Hierarchy itself, containing all the Seven major Ashrams and
their affiliates.

2. The Planetary Seven Groups...the Seven Rays, the central septenate of energy.
SHAMBALLA
These embody the will of Shamballa, which is divine purpose.
They work as life energy, as quality, and produce appearance.
Each is presided over by one of the Seven Spirits before the Throne; by one of the Seven Ray Lords.
Each of these Rays has its Seven sub-Rays which relate it to all the other Rays.
These Seven Rays can, under Divine Purpose, be re-absorbed into the Three and then into the One.

3. The lesser Seven...the Seven types of men and also the Seven root races.
HUMANITY
These embody the intelligence of the Logos as it expresses itself through creativity.
They are learning to work intelligently with matter in order to develop love in response to divine
purpose—which is will or life.
Each of the Seven types, responsive to one or other of the Seven Rays, is conditioned or ruled
by its prototype, the soul on its own plane.
These major types or races of men and women have many sub-races and subsidiary types,
developed during the evolutionary process; all will eventually demonstrate the Seven major types.
The perfect type is the Christ, the Heavenly Man/Woman, Who, expresses all the major types
and Who is the "pattern of things as they are."

4. The supplementary Seven...the Seven centers of energy in the individual man/woman.
HUMANITY
These together embody the combined forces of the planetary life as registered by the
perfected individual. They will eventually enable the man to achieve perfection.
They enable the individual to respond to material forces, to soul energy and spiritual life, and
they constitute a complete response apparatus to the planetary life, purpose, intent and form.
Each of the Seven centers is responsive to one or other of the Seven Rays and their qualities under
the conditioning energy of the Soul Ray and the forces, emanating from the environment.

These centers develop progressively and under the impact of circumstances and the Law of the
Supplementary Seven, but all will eventually express in some measure the Seven types of Ray energy.
The Law of the Supplementary Seven can be worded as follows:
The Law demands the entrance of that which can effect a change.
The Law demands that right direction should then guide the entering forces.
The Law demands that the changes thus effected remove the form, bring quality to light and lay
the emphasis upon life.
The Law demands that this is brought about by the One, working through the Three, energizing the
Seven and creating the straight line from there to here, and ending in a point which ignores the Three.
When, the rule goes on, this is understood and applied, then four things happen:
1. The Group must understand the nature of the Three.
2. The nature of the One must be grasped and comprehended.
3. The Group must work through the medium of the united breath.
4. The Group must attain a unified rhythm.
Here you have a relatively simple analysis (on the face of it, though not in reality) of a complex rule
which the initiate has to apply to /herself once he has grasped the significance of the Seven basic
postulates. The first Seven rules provide the framework within which his work has to be done. The last
Seven rules concern various significant matters which, step by step, are revealed to the initiate as his
consciousness is expanded. They relate to:
1. The work which the initiate must accomplish within /herself.
2. The Group relations of the initiate and his absolute need to work with his Group and as an
integrated and conscious part of it.
3. The place which invocation and evocation must take as instruments in his pledged intelligent
service.
4. The blending of the four lessons which the applicant has to master and the four lessons which
the initiate has to complete in order that a complete fusion of personality and Monad can be brought
about.
5. The significance of resurrection and ascension, particularly the latter, because little has been
given out to date anent ascension.
There are certain major frameworks (if I may continue to use this phrase) within which the initiate
has to learn consciously to work, recognizing them for what they are; once he has learnt to master that
which lies within some particular framework, he finds that it is only a part, a small fraction, of a still
greater whole, within which he must also learn to function and play his part.
End of Discourse

